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A Crystal Program Built with the Nail Artist in Mind 
 
Bling for NailsTM is an exciting new program from Dreamtime 
Creations created to help bring the beauty and elegance of 
Swarovski® Crystals to nail salons everywhere. 
 
 Flexible 
The program has three separate components, each 
meeting a specific need in the salon. 
Custom Nail Kits 

Give your customers a selection of 
inspiring designs to choose from and 
know that each kit is going to have every 
crystal that you need to fully complete 
the design. 

Prepackaged Loose Crystal 
Want more design flexibility? Let your 
customers choose from a broad assortment 
of pre-packaged loose crystals, with 
selections of both round and fancy-shaped flat 
backs. These packs allow you and your 
customers more creative freedom to make new 
designs. 

Loaded Storage Rings 
We call them “Bling RingsTM” because that’s exactly what 
they are!  Each 8-compartment ring contains enough crystals 
to keep the nail artist and her customer equipped for 
countless original designs. 

  



 

Easy to Sell 
All of the Custom Nail Kits are conveniently priced with an MSRP 
of $10 and a wholesale price of $5, giving the customer a simple 
price point and the store a keystone markup.  This low price point 
leaves plenty of room for nail techs to charge for their application 
labor. 

Prepackaged Loose Crystals are also 
offered at a uniform retail price point of 
$13.98 across all styles ($6.99 
wholesale), again, with the intent of 
making shopping as simple as possible. 
Both the Custom Nail Kits and 
Prepackaged Loose Crystals programs 
are available in three different out-of-
the-box configurations, allowing the 
salon or store to begin selling these 
items right away.  Choose from white or 
black displays, whichever suits your 
salon’s décor best. 
 
Quality 
Every crystal in the Bling for NailsTM 
programs is Swarovski® Crystal, known 
internationally as the foremost 
manufacturer of crystal products.  Each  
Swarovski® Crystal is engineered and 
cut to provide the greatest reflection and 
brilliance possible, and that’s exactly 
what you want in your Bling!   
  



 

Stylish and Intelligent 
 
Each circular storage container in 
the Bling RingsTM storage system 
has 8 separate compartments that 
each open outwards for ease of 
use.  When closed the rings stack 
on top of each other for storage, or, 
for a more stylish presentation, opt 
for our storage tower which holds 
six separate rings.   

  



 

Selection Swarovski® offers a vast array of styles and colors in 
their flat back assortment and because Dreamtime Creations 
carries an extensive inventory, virtually any of these are available 
in the Bling for NailsTM line.  Visit BlingForNails.com and If you 
don’t see what you are looking for, let us know and we’ll do our 
best to add it to the line. 

 



 

2000 (SS3) 2058 (SS5  ,7 & 9) 2088 (SS12+) 2035 (6mm) 

2037 (8mm) 2080/4 2200 (8x4mm) 2204 (6x4.8mm) 

2300 (8x4.8mm) 2400 (3, 4 & 6mm) 2493 (8mm) 2494  (6 & 8mm) 

2520 (8x6mm) 2540 (7x5.5mm) 2555 (8x2.6mm) 2585 (8mm) 

2611 (8mm) 2708 (8 x 8.7mm) 2714 (6mm) 2716 (5 mm) 

2720 (7.5mm) 2770 (6x3.5mm) 2788 (8mm) 2797 (8x4mm) 

2808 (6mm) 2813 (8x5.5mm) 2816 (5mm) 2826 (5mm) 

2854 (8mm) 2858 (6x4.5mm)   



 

Reliability You Can Trust 
 
Bling for NailsTM  is from Dreamtime Creations, an independent 
authorized Swarovski® Reseller serving artists and designers 
throughout the world since 1989.   
Visit www.BlingforNails.com to see the full line of Bling for NailsTM 
products and while you’re there check out the more than 30,000 
other products that are available.  Everything is conveniently 
accessible to you for purchase via one check out.   
We want you to be satisfied with what you buy and for this 
reason, every item in our open line is backed by our risk-free 
guarantee. Return or exchange any item at any time so long as it 
is in its original condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
www.DreamtimeCreations.com    sales@dreamtimecreations.com 

21089 Lawrence 1215, Aurora, MO 65605 
866-874-6748 - 417-678-5748 


